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Session 2 Questions 

Luke 14:25-33 
1. Compare Luke’s version of Jesus’s saying with Matthew 10:37-38. AJ deems Matthew’s version 

more “palatable” but also “not without problems.” Do you agree? Why or why not? 

 

2. How might the quality of our relationships with our family affect the way we hear and respond to 

Jesus’s words? 

 

3. “We can no more obey a command to hate a loved one … than we can obey a command to love 

someone for whom that spark is just not there … Hate is like love. It is something felt in the 

heart, not determined by intellect.” If, as AJ suggests, it is impossible to obey a command to hate, 

why does Jesus make such a demand? Is Jesus’s command to hate different from his commands 

to love (for example, Matthew 5:44; John 13:34-35), since love can also be “something felt in the 

heart”? 

 

4. If we can, as AJ writes, “manifest what looks like love for my enemy,” which may later spark 

real love, how sure are we Jesus isn’t commanding us to manifest what looks like hate to our 

families or ourselves? 

 

5. AJ states “only by using the language of hate, with all its viscerally negative implications, can 

[Jesus] show how demanding the call to the kingdom of God is.” Do you agree no other 

language could have conveyed Jesus’s message? Why or why not? 

 

6. When, if ever, have you felt in a visceral, “in your gut” way the loyalty Jesus demands? How did 

or do you respond? 

 

7. AJ writes “to those on the outside, this total dedication to Jesus may in fact look like hate,” 

because those on the outside receive less attention as a result. Have you ever been on either side 

of this situation, in which your dedication to your faith has made others feel “hated,” or you 

have felt “hated” because of someone else’s dedication?  You might consider as a possible 

analogy how loyalty to a particular political view can cause others to think that you “hate” them. 

How did you handle the situation? Was the relationship strengthened or restored, or did it 

continue to suffer because of someone’s religious dedication? 

 

8. Regarding Jesus’s demand that disciples hate “life itself” (in the Greek, AJ notes, their own 

“psyche” meaning “sense of self or even ‘own soul’”), AJ says, “The point is not that we should 



hate life and therefore rather be dead. The point is that we turn to Jesus and in so doing, turn 

away from the earlier markers of our identity.”  What “markers of your identity,” if any, do you 

place less emphasis on or turn away from entirely because of your faith? How might doing so be 

or feel like a kind of death? 

 

9. “To hate oneself,” writes AJ, “does not mean to hate one’s body or to hate the many things that 

bring us joy. That would be a pagan philosophical view, not a Jewish one.” How have some 

Christians promoted this “pagan philosophical” view of hating the body and earthly life’s joys? 

How do some Christians still promote it? What might motivate such a message? How does it 

distort Christian teaching about Jesus as the incarnate Son of God (John 1:14)?  

 

10. How do you imagine the crowds – living in a land occupied by the Roman Empire, whose army 

put criminals to death by crucifixion – responded when Jesus told them his disciples must “carry 

the cross” (verse 27)? 

 

11. How do you hear people talk about “their cross to bear”? How well or poorly does that usage 

match what AJ says Jesus means: “Bearing the cross means taking action” when we are aware of 

suffering, “even if that action causes us more suffering”? When has your awareness of someone 

else’s suffering provoked you to take action? How much, if any, did the action you took cause 

you to suffer? For what causes and for what people have you suffered or are you willing to suffer?  

 

12. As AJ notes, Luke alone records Jesus saying his disciples must take up their cross “daily” (Luke 

9:23). Bearing one’s cross “is not a singular event but a lifestyle.” What practical steps do or 

could we take to cultivate a lifestyle of bearing our crosses daily? 

 

13. AJ writes about the suffering that inevitably comes in relationships with people we love. How do 

we know when suffering because of a relationship is a form of “bearing the cross” demanded by 

Jesus, and when it is a danger to ourselves or others we should resist and reject? 

 

14. Immediately after the verses AJ discusses, Jesus offers two brief, parable-like illustrations – a 

person building a tower and a king preparing to wage war – to further make his point (verses 28-

32). How do these illustrations offer comparisons with or contrasts to the kind of disciples Jesus 

seeks? How might they help us understand Jesus’s saying about “hating” family and life in order 

to follow him? 

 

15. As we read in Session 1, Jesus tells one specific man to sell all he had in Mark 10:17-31. Here in 

Luke 14 (verse 33), Jesus concludes his teaching about discipleship by saying no one can become 

his disciple without giving up possessions. How do you understand Jesus’s seemingly 

uncompromising demand in this Scripture? How might in reinforce the message of his saying 

about “hating” family and life? 

 



16. “In antiquity,” AJ explains, “to be a disciple was to place one’s teacher, or rabbi, in the position 

normally hold by the father.”  Have you ever found yourself looking for guidance from people 

outside your family? Have you ever thought of someone as “like a father” or “like a mother” to 

you? How does this truth about the relationship between disciple and rabbi help us understand 

Jesus’s demands of his disciples? 

 

 

 

 


